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Alphabet of the Vute language 
 

by Rhonda Thwing 
May 1981 

 
 

 In accordance with the General Alphabet of Cameroonian Languages adopted on 
March 9, 1979 the proposed alphabet of the Vute language contains the following letters. 
 
 
Vowels: 
 

Phoneme Allophone Grapheme            Example 
 aÕ mÀ� to catch /i/ 

[�] 

h�

[b��t� t��] braided (of hair) 

 ¬d∆� place, spot, there 

[t
�ne] chicken 
/e/ 

[�] 

d�

[j��t�t�� n�] to reproach 

/	.�  À� a≠Ãœ� round, complete 

.
.�  «� a«æl� calf of leg 

.a/  `� ¬ ∆̀l�mÀ� to roast 

 utœ� egg .u.�

[] 

t�

[���n� n�] to buy 

 ¬n∆l�mÀ� to bandage .o.�

[�] 

n�

[��n� n�] to warm oneself 

.�.0�  —� —∆j�mÀ� to break (accidentally) 

 
 
Length: All vowels may be lengthened; length is marked by a double vowel. 
 

hh� fÕ◊Õ◊� hope 
dd� kd∆d∆�mÀ� to throw 
ÀÀ� k≠◊≠ l�mÀ� to extinguish 
««� fa«∆«∆�mÀ� to burp 
``� f` ∆̀l� horn (of animal) 
tt� ft∆tæl� marriage 
nn� mnæn∆l�mÀ� to bite many times 
——� c—∆—æa� earth 

�
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Diphthongs: In the central dialect of Vute two diphthongs occur.  Three others occur 
in the eastern dialect. 

�

bdÕ◊� a lot of; much; very dh�

ludæÕ◊m� millet 
k æ̀Õ � all `h�

o æ̀Õ◊m� spear 
s≠◊Õ◊� pardon! Àh�

l≠ œf≠◊Õ◊m� hedgehog 
«h� x«Õ◊m� tired 
nh� ¬nÕ◊m� wet 

�
�
Nasalization: All vowels may be nasalized.  Nasalization is marked with a cedilla 

under the vowel. 
 

h”� lvh”� one 
d¡1� gd¡� as; since 
À”� b≠” � hunger 
«¡� …«¡æ«¡æ� horse 
`¡� g ¡̀� baggage 
t¡� st¡� ash 
n¡� lun¡� wild goat 
—¡� ¬—¡� mouth 

 
 
Consonants: 
 

Phoneme Allophone Grapheme Example 
.o.�  o� odæ�mÀ� to see 

 aÕ �mÀ� to catch 

[�] [��a��e�] their 

.a.�

[b�] 

a�

[��a�b�] they 

.¬.�  ¬� ¬«q� sky 

.l.�  l� lÀq� neck 

.la.�  la� ladd∆� salt 

.e.�  e� edæm�mÀ� to arrive 

.u.�  u� udmd� pain, suffering 

.�u.�  lu� luhh� sun 

 sdæm�mÀ� to cut .s.�

[t�] 

s�

[wat� t��] to dance 
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.c.�  c� cÀlÀq� honor, riches 

.….�  …� …Àl� ground egusi seeds 

 m≠◊l� thing 

[n�] [f��n� n�] to arrive 

.m.�

[��] 

m�

[me�����] god 

.mc.�  mc� mc≠ œ�mÀ� to do, make 

.r.�  r� r«∆œ�mÀ� to hope 

 k� k≠◊l�mÀ� to dive 

[�] sn∆qn∆� papaya 

.k.�

[r] 

q�

a≠◊q� oil palm tree 

.s�.�  b� b≠◊l�mÀ� to dig 

.c�.�  i� i≠ l�mÀ� to beat 

.�.2�  mx� mx«æl�mÀ� to smoke 

.mc�.�  mi� mit∆� elephant 

.i.�  x� xd∆m�mÀ� to become tired 

 jdæm�mÀ� to dam .j.�

[k�] 

j�

[��k� n�] to break 

 fd∆�mÀ� to carry .f.�

[�] 

f�

[�d ����!�����] of leprosy 

.œ.3�  œ� b—œ� food 

.œf.�  œf� œf æ̀q� hand 

.v.�  v� v ∆̀m�mÀ� to dance 

.g.�  g� g ∆̀l�mÀ� to grow  

.jo.�  jo� jo—æj�mÀ� to help 

.fa.�  fa� fa≠” � clan 

.œlfa.�  lfa� lfa«∆l� small red ants 

The notation C� indicates that the consonant is unreleased. 
 
 
Labialization: Only a small number of consonants occur labialized, some only in 

certain dialects.  Labialization is marked with a w.  Only the vowels i, e, 
and a may follow a labialized consonant. 

 
¬v� ¬v »̀� time 
lv� lv`q� field 
ev4 evd∆m�mÀ� to give birth 
…v4� …vd∆m�mÀ� to close 
mcv5�

mcvÕ◊h� rattan 
rv5� rvÕ � mushroom 
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bv5�
bvdæ� death, sorcery 

iv5� iv ∆̀�mÀ� to tear off 
jv� jvÕ Õ◊� cough 
fv� fvh� wife 
œfv� œfv`æ� husband 
gv6�

gv ∆̀l�mÀ� to bless 
 
Tone:   
 

high tone æ�� s≠◊l� blood 
mid tone tml`qjdc� l«a� louse 
low tone ∆�� s≠ lmÀ� to drown 
mid-high tml`qjdc� sÀl� antelope 
low-high8 ∆�� ¬t∆m� grass 
high-low »�� a≠Ãœ� round, complete 
high-mid »�� lÕÃm� good 
high-low-high/ 
high-mid-high 

»��æ� rÕÃÕ◊l� rainy season 

 
On long vowels, tone is marked (or unmarked) on both vowels. 

 
fÕ◊Õ◊� hope kd¡æd¡� deep 
luhh� sun kdd∆� wall 
kd∆d∆�mÀ� to throw kd∆dæ� intestines 
¬ æ̀̀ ∆œ�mÀ� to ruin x—∆—� wood, tree 
kdæd∆� rice ¬h”Õ”◊� hatred 
Down step is unmarked. 

 
Notes: 
 
1. /o/ and /—. contrast in open syllables and before velar final consonants:  /œ.�`mc�.j., 

but not elsewhere.  The more open allophone   [—] of /o/ occurs before bilabial and 
alveolar final consonants, but the phoneme /—/ is recognized by Vute speakers only in 
the areas of contrast. 

2. /d¡/ is realized phonetically as [��]. 

3. .�/ occurs only initially as a phoneme.  Final  [��] is an allophone of /n/ that occurs in 
the environment following /i/ or diphthongs ending in i. 

4. /œ.�occurs only finally following central and back vowels. 
5. Occurs only in the Doume dialect 
6. Occurs only in the eastern and Doume dialects. 
7. Occurs only in the central dialect. 
8. Occurs only in the eastern dialect on a short vowel.  Low-high on a short vowel is 

realized as low tone in the other dialects. 


